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PERSONAL HISTORY OF THE SECOND EMPIRE. 

X.?THE CAUSES OF THE MEXICAN WAE. 

BY ALBERT D. VANDAM, AUTHOR OF " 
AN ENGLISHMAN IN PARIS," 

"MY PARIS NOTE-BOOff," ETC., ETC. 

There is no doubt in my own mind that the corruption of the 
Second Empire, to which I referred in the preceding chapters, 
has led some writers astray in their appreciation of the first 
cause?or may be causes?whence sprang the war in Mexico. 

Amidst the haze which unquestionably enwraps those causes, the 

figure of the Swiss banker, Jecker, with his claim for 75,000,000 
francs against the Government of Benito Juarez, seems to loom 

inordinately large ; but a few moments of serious consideration 
must inevitably bring the conclusion that the huge contour is due 
to the peculiar disposition of alight behind a comparatively small 
substance ; in other words, that the shadow is out of all propor 
tion to the object reflected. For not the most "slap-dash" 
leader-writer, not the most theorizing and dogmatic essayist, let 
alone the more evenly-balanced student of human nature, could 
for an instant imagine that at the period at which we have arrived, 

Louis Napoleon would have embarked on the Mexican campaign 
for no other reason than a prospective lion's share of those 75,000, 
000 francs. 

The following notes, emanating from the two different sources 

1 have so often had occasion to indicate, will throw a better light 
on the causes that led to the Mexican campaign than any attempt 
of mine could. Their authors had not only the privilege of being 
frequently behind the scenes at the Tuileries, and the enviable 
and instinctive talent of deduction, but one of them?the late M. 
de Maupas's friend?was unquestionably, as I have already shown 
on intimate terms with some of the foremost members of the Corps 
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Diplomatique. There are but two drawbacks to the mass of informa 

tion they supply ; first, it is very fragmentary, consequently it lacks 

sequence ; secondly, the dates are wanting in nine cases of every 
ten. This latter defect probably arose from the authors' utter in 

difference as to the ultimate fate of their jottings ; I have endeav 

ored to remedy it by classification and condensation, in which, how 

ever, I was guided by the wish to give a succinct account of events 

rather than by considerations of chronology. I may be permitted to 
remark that this obvious indifference of the authors lends additional 
value to their evidence, for it renders their good faith above sus 

picion. They may have erred in their appreciation ; the authen 

ticity of the facts themselves is beyond dispute. The uniformity 
of style?some people might say the want of style?of these notes 

is due to me. As usual I have had to abbreviate and correct 

many of those that were in English ; the French ones I have had 

to translate. 
" There is to be more military glory and more marching at 

the head of civilization." Thus runs one of my English notes, 

evidently written at the very outset of the affair. " There is to 
be more military glory and more marching," it says a second time. 
" The military glory is almost a foregone conclusion, and there 

will be plenty of room for marching and even for countermarch 

ing in a country as vast as Mexico; it remains to be seen whether 

it may not prove a bit too vast to be furrowed by the wheels of 

gun-carriages instead of the plough for the reception of the seed 
of that civilization ; it is questionable whether bayonets are the 

most efficient implements to e set' seed with, even the seed of 

civilization. I have got an idea that one of the causes for this 

anxiety to march at the head of civilization through the erstwhile 

Empire of Montezuma is jealousy of the growing influence of the 
United States in that quarter and the probable consolidation of 

republican principles which would result from that influence. In 

spite of the sympathy with those principles supposed to lie dor 
mant in Louis Napoleon's breast, he does not like them practi 
cally any more than his uncle, albeit that some of the coins of the 

latter's reign bear the words ' 
Empire et R?publique.' Moreover, 

if there be jealousy in the mind of the Emperor with regard to 

the United States, the United States do not appear to be alto 

gether free from an analogous sentiment with regard to him. 
Her public men have had, as it were, a prophetic feeling of 
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antagonism against him for years, in fact, almost since 
his very accession to the throne, which feeling, per 

haps, showed itself against their wish in such matters, 
for instance, as their lukewarm participation in the 

Exposition of 1855. That lukewarmness was, if not re 

sented, at least regretted by the new Emperor, who especially at 
that period was never tired of proclaiming his admiration of, and 
his cordial friendship for, the United States, and who expected, 

perhaps, a return of the compliment. He not only did not get 
that, but President Buchanan sounded a distinct warning against 
him and his probable policy with regard to Mexico as early as two 

years ago.* The feeling of displeasure on the Emperor's part was 

probably heightened by the curious coincidence that President 

Buchanan had given umbrage to Napoleon III. before, f The dis 

turbed condition of the Union's home affairs is not the absolute 

reason for Napoleon's taking action in the matter just now, but 

it is one of them. He knows perfectly well that in 1857 the 

United States did not send their representative to Zuloaga but to 

Juarez, because the erstwhile Oaxaka lawyer is a man after their 
own heart. And it would appear that President Lincoln thinks 
as much of him as his predecessor. I have all this on very good 

authority, not from one source but from at least a half-dozen. 

President Lincoln has, however, his hands very full, and the 

Emperor thinks that Lincoln's poison may prove Napoleon's 
meat; for from all I hear, the Emperor is absolutely iv or king for 
his own hand, and if all I hear be true, for his own hand alone." 

The note does not end here, but I am obliged to interrupt its 

transcription to make room for one in my younger grand-uncle's 

handwriting, which note affords, as it were, a kind of explanation 
of the last sentence of the other. The italics of that sentence are 

not mine, and I may also be allowed to state that if my surmises 

with regard to the identity of the writer of the notes given to me 

by M. de Maupas are correct, as I have every reason to believe 

they are, the two men whose information I print, that is my 

younger grand-uncle on the one side and the English nobleman 

on the other, were never even on speaking terms with one an 

other. Their social standing and their tastes were too wide apart. 
* Buchanan's speech in Congress, 1859. 
t Then follows the story of Mr. Buchanan's conversation with the Emperor at 

the French Embassy in London in 1855, related in a previous note by the same 
author, both which note and story I used in Chapter V. The repetition is, to my 
mind, another proof that the notes were never intended for publication. 
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They may have met in society, and the name of the Englishman 
was a household word among the Parisians of that day, in the 
sense that the name of the Due de Gramont-Caderousse was a 

little later on, but I feel certain that they never held any com 

munication. The similarity of opinion expressed in those notes 

is therefore apparently all the more striking, not in reality though, 
when we remember that both were behind the same scenes. The 

note of my uncle, I should say, is of a somewhat later date. 
" The English are really not showing their usual and admir 

able common sense in their criticisms on the Campaign in Mex 

ico. A few weeks ago Lord Montagu 
" 

(Lord Montague ?) "gave 
a statesmanlike account of the c Jecker claim 

' 
in the House of 

Commons. He told his listeners how Jecker had sold an enorm 

ous portion of the shares of his loan to the then French Minister 
in Mexico, M. de Gabriac, how the latter had sold them to others 
until they finally came into the hands of Morny, who, accord 

ing to his Lordship, bought still more from various holders, and 

also induced a still higher placed personage?by which, of course, 
he meant the Empress?to participate in the purchase. The 

English nobleman is unquestionably a capital speaker, and mar 

shals his real or supposed facts with great ability, but his abso 

lute ignorance of the character of the Emperor, Empress, Morny, 
and the rest of the foremost personages at Court, has led him 
into one or two most amusing blunders besides deluding him and 

his countrymen into the belief that the recovery of the Jecker 
claim was the main object in the Emperor's mind of the expe 
dition to Mexico. The idea of Morny's disbursing money for 

such things as the Jecker bonds is too ridiculous for words, and 

the thought of the Empress acting upon any suggestion from 

Morny in that or any other matter is if anything still more ri 

diculous. These bonds were never ?sold by Jecker to Gabriac; 

they are probably in Jecker's possession now, though there is cer 

tainly an understanding between him and Morny that the latter 

shall have a considerable number of them the moment they look 

capable of being realized even at a tremendous discount. Why, 
when Jecker became bankrupt about two years ago over 68 mill 

ions of francs of those bonds, out of 75 millions issued, were 

found among his assets. I have this on excellent authority, 
namely, on that of Baron James de Eothschild, who told me at 

the time. It is pretty well known here that Mr. Mathews, the 
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English Consul in Mexico, sent word to Lord Eussell that Benito 

Juarez had not even the comparatively small sum wherewith to 
send La Fuente to Europe, though it is equally well known that 

Abraham Lincoln, notwithstanding his own difficult position just 
now, has fulfilled his secret promise to the real defender of Mex 

ico's independence to send him money, arms, and, if possible, 
volunteers. But Juarez is scrupulously honest, and with the 

subsidies received he no doubt discharged his most pressing liabili 

ties, and left himself almost penniless. Not only are the per 
sonal resources of Juarez and his adherents practically exhausted, 

but the country itself is in a similar sad plight. The report has 

just reached here that the capital has not even sufficient 
funds for the decorations and triumphal arches on the 
occasion of the entry of the French troops, and that M. Martin 

Daran, a banker in that city, advanced 40,000 francs for the 

purpose. One can scarcely imagine the Emperor to be ignorant 
of those reports, and yet it is assumed by a prominent member of 
the English parliament, and probably by others also, that in 

order to press the Jecker claim more forcibly, the Emperor con 

tinues his occupation, for there is scarcely any contention about 

the purely French claim, though the Emperor for reasons of his 
own would scarcely admit this, 

"The English Government informed Lord Cowley about 
five months ago that in a conversation with the French Am 
bassador Lord Bussell had given the latter to understand that 
if the French would completely abandon the Jecker claim, 

her Majesty's Minister would support the purely French claim, 

though not for the amount claimed. I wonder whether Lord 

Eussell is aware that the Comte de Flahaut, the French Am 

bassador in question, is the father of Morny, that Morny has 

been mainly instrumental in procuring the appointment of 

Dubois de Saligny as French ambassador in Mexico in 

succession to the Comte de Gabriac, and that Dubois 

de Saligny, who aroused all the ill-feeling of the Mex 

icans or rather of the Juarists?although the terms seem 

almost to be synonymous?against the French in order to report 
that ill-feeling to his government, has boasted to one of the Civil 

Commissioners of the army of occupation that his (Saligny's) 
' sole merit consisted in having foreseen the intention of the Em 

peror to intervene in the affairs of Mexico, and to have rendered 
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such intervention absolutely necessary.' All those doings and 

sayings are recorded in private letters from Mexico, private letters 

which would be useful indeed to some of the European statesmen 
who seem to be stone-blind with regard to the real motives and 
intentions of the Emperor. 

" For the support thus generously offered by England is the 

very thing the Emperor does not want. It would smooth the 

money difficulties between Juarez and himself, and would at once 

destroy the pretext for a protracted occupation. Jecker's claim, 
as being less likely of settlement, affords a pretext more difficult 
to destroy, and that is where Jecker will probably score and 

Morny pocket his ill-gotten gains. Let it not be thought for 
one moment that the Emperor has the faintest sympathy with 
Jecker as the creditor of the Mexican Government or erstwhile 
Government. He is as firmly convinced of the iniquity of the 

claim, and that apart from the amount, as all those must be who 
have given the matter the slightest attention. But he saw in it at 
once the opportunity he had been looking for for at least three 

years, that is, ever since it became patent to him that the war with 
Austria for the liberation of Italy, now that it had been successful, 
would inevitably lead to complications with the Holy See. For 
the wish to regain, if possible, the good graces of the Vatican is 
another factor in the Mexican Campaign, and a much more 

powerful one than the recovery of the moneys Mexico owes to 
France. It must be remembered that the Liberals, the partisans 
of Juarez, have confiscated the lands and property of the clergy, 
which property, if realized, would assume almost fabulous pro 

portions. Unfortunately for the real independence of Mexico this 
realization is at present impossible. In the disturbed state of the 

country no foreigner would invest, and the Mexican higher clergy 
have already threatened the Mexicans born with major excom 

munication if they bought the tiniest plot of that property or 

paid rent for it. General La Forey has already had to interfere 
in that respect. 

* 

"At the first blush nothing seemed easier for the Emperor 
than to have made France's claim against Mexico the basis for 
an intervention, although?and I am absolutely certain of what 
I say?the whole debt with regard to moneys lent at the begin 

ning of the intervention scarcely exceeded a million of francs. The 
rest had been incorporated into the Jecker loan, which, 

' 
giving 

vol. CLXI.? no. 467. 31 
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new bonds for old ones,' had nominally made Jecker and Com 

pany the chief creditor of Mexico. The whole of the French 
claims other than for money lent, even if every claim had been 

justified, would not have exceeded another million. The latter is 

the claim which in the first clause of the ultimatum at Soledad, 
has been magnified into sixty million francs for damages and 
losses sustained by French subjects up to July, 1862. The 

ultimatum did well to insist that the claim had to be acknowledged 
by Mexico, without discussion on her part and without France 

furnishing particulars. Monstrous as this may appear in the 

light of the comity of nations, it is still more monstrous in view 
of the following fact, for the authenticity of which I can vouch. 

After the bombardment of San Juan de Ulloa, the French 
had their claims settled to the amount of three millions of francs, 
a million of which remained after a careful examination of the 
claims by the French Government itself? That million was 

afterwards divided by the French Government among the neces 

sitous Frenchmen in Mexico. 
" 

France, therefore, has not fared badly either at the hands 
of Juarez or at those of his predecessors. Nevertheless, as I said 

just now, inasmuch as a claim, which upon conscientious examin 
ation would not have amounted to two millions (including moneys 

lent), was magnified into one of sixty, the Emperor might as well 
have taken that one as the redemption of the Jecker bonds for 
the basis of his intervention, with the additional knowledge of 

having a more ungrudging material support from England, and a 
moral one from the rest of the powers. 

(< But this would have been altogether at variance with his 

temper. That spirit of indecision of his, that tendency to have 

any number of strings to his bow, in reference to various and 
often conflicting ends, that spirit and tendency which to a great 
extent, though not wholly, had remained in abeyance in the be 

ginning of his reign, have recently assumed the upper hand. 
The Emperor likes to suspend his decision about any and every 
thing until the last moment, and after having weighed the for 
and against of a scheme for ever so long, he ends up by taking a 

sudden but entirely unforeseen resolution. The resolution to 
make the Jecker bonds the pretext for the expedition was of that 
kind and surprised no one so much as Jecker himself, who had 

certainly no such hopes when he applied to the Emperor. 
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Far from disbursing money for Jecker bonds, which at that 
time were practically worthless, Morny must have had a pretty 
lump sum from Jecker on the promise of interesting the 

Emperor on his behalf. There was, moreover, a correspond 
ence very compromising to the natural brother of the Emperor. 
The sum Morny had received was too considerable to be refunded 

by the Emperor?people say it was a million and a half of francs 
?and Morny had not taken a step towards redeeming his prom 

ise. Jecker, on the other hand, positively refused to part with 
the correspondence, nay, threatened to publish it unless that sum 

was refunded ; and as Jecker was not naturalized then, conse 

quently not a Frenchman, the usual means for gagging him, or 

for that matter for suppressing him altogether, resorted to by the 
Prefecture of Police, were not available. 

" It is doubtful whether the Emperor would have resorted to 
them if they had been available. He jumped at the redemption 
of the Jecker bonds as a valid pretext for intervention. 
For I repeat again and again, the redemption of the Jecker 
bonds is a pretext, just as the offer of the crown of Mexico 
to Maximilian of Austria is a sham. I may not live to see this, 
but if the expedition be successful, and Maximilian elevated to 
the throne, he may remain there for his lifetime, if for so long, 
but the succession will devolve upon Napoleon's heirs ; for what 
the Emperor has really in his mind is a great empire in America 
for the French, just as there is a great empire in India for the 

English. If the thought had been seriously entertained to found 
a stable empire for any one but Napoleon III. and his heirs, Na 

poleon III. would not have selected a childless prince and a prince 
who is childless after five years of marriage. There is another 
end the Emperor has in view by that selection, the reconciliation 
with the Holy See. Maximilian is a staunch Catholic, and the 

Mexican higher clergy, the most corrupt in the world, will re 

gain their influence under him. It will be a set-off against the 

probable loss by Pius IX. of his temporal sovereignty. If that 
fails Napoleon III. will think out something else to conciliate the 

Vatican."* 

Albebt D. Vandam. 

(To be continued.) 
* 
My uuele was right, the Convention of 186i between Italy and France was "the 

other thing." 
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